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This morning’s employment report, with private sector jobs up 137k and revisions to the two previous 
months up nearly 100k put to rest any chance that the U.S. economy is entering a recession at this 
time. The bond market also is dismissing the recession talk, as the 10-year yield spiked to 2.11%, 
the highest in fi ve weeks. Both household employment and hours worked increased nicely. The 
latter, combined with higher hourly earnings, boosts real income and is probably the reason that 
retail sales are coming in ahead of expectations. The data indicate that the third quarter GDP will 
come in around 2.5%.

The stock market turned around sharply Tuesday after breaking through a number of technical 
barriers on just the hint that Europe may be moving towards a solution. This indicates that the shorts 
can be squeezed with better than expected news. Nevertheless, the charts are still bearish and the 
pattern of lower lows and lower highs must be broken before chartists will jump back in. For the S&P 
500 this means a close above 1220 and a hold at 1100.

Europe is still a total muddle. The worry is increasing for the banking system and disintermediation of 
banks is possible without bold ECB moves to shore up confi dence. The chance of a major liquidity 
crisis in Europe is still the dominant factor infl uencing equity markets. Nevertheless, next week starts 
earnings season with Alcoa reporting Tuesday ($.24 est.), Host Hotels ($.17) and Pepsico ($1.30) on 
Wednesday, followed on Thursday by JPMorgan ($.92), Google ($.76) and others. As I noted last 
week, we have not seen any major increase in negative pre-announcements or downward guidance. 
Earnings for the S&P 500 look to be in the high $90s this year and low $100s next year. This still 
makes a compelling case for equities, particularly those with well-covered dividends.

A note on Obama’s “millionaire tax.” It reportedly “pays” for his $440 billion jobs bill. But in my 
calculation that is only over a 10-year period so the tax pays for only about 10% of the bill over the 
next year. Since the tax remains after most of the stimulus is gone, the Obama plan ultimately puts 
downward pressure on aggregate demand. It is, however, a good populist platform for the Dems and 
has played well in a number of polls. Republicans’ “Just Say No” policy to any tax increase may not 
be enough as it is harder for the public to see how cutting regulation, a Republican key platform, has 
immediate job benefi ts. The Democratic counteroffensive has begun.
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